We consider how much error a fixed depth Boolean circuit has to make for computing the parity function. We show that with an exponential bound of the form exp(n,t) on the size of the circuits, they make asymptotically 50% error on all possible input, uniformly.
§1. Introductions and Preliminaries
We assume the readers are familiar with the notions P, NP, S P,..., and PSPACE. The union of all Z/is the polynomialtime hierarchy PH [MS] [Stl. It is unknown, although generally conjectured, that all of these classes are distinct.
There has been much work in this area, separating the classes by oracles. Most notably the work by Baker, Gill and Solovay [BGS] , by Baker and Selman [BS] , by Bennet and Gill [BGI, and most recently by Yao in his acclaimed breakthrough lY2t
In th> paper, we prove the tbllowing theorems.
Theorem 1 I. Fix depth Boolean circuits, when computing parity, err ,m 50% ()fall the: cases, asymptotically and uniformly Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. To generalize a bit, we also consider random assignments of X. For 0_<p_< 1, let Rp denote the probability space { 0,1,* }oo with a product measure ~, where ( independently ) for each coordinate i, 1 -< i <w,/t { ( al,... , ai .... ) I ai = a } = (1 -p)/2, if a = 0 or 1; and p if a = *. A random assignment is denoted as A = (al,... ,ai, ... ) .
Let F be a Boolean function on free variables { xil .... , xi~ } C X. Then a random assignment A taken from Rp ( denoted as A~Rp ), assigns the variables x!~ to 0,1 or unassigned, according to aj of A. We denote ~IA the Boolean function resulted from the assignment.
Similarly we define onesided random assignments. A random B taken from Rp+ ( denoted as B ~Rp+ ) assigns independently to each x!~ in F to 1 with probability p , and unassigned with probability l-p, respectively. Rp_ is defined in the same way. Note, all random assignments only affect free variables, when they are applied to a formula. We now define a notion that is central to our exposion.
A Boolean function is given, G. Consider the following class of 2-man games, played between a master and a player :
the general mode of the game is a cycle; the master gives a Boolean variable (unassigned so far}, and asks the player to assign it. The player may assign it either 0 or 1. The master may repeat the cycle zero or more times, until he declares the end of the game. The rule dictates that when the master declares the end of the game, the assignment made by the player so far must make G a constant.
A Boolean function G is k-monochromatic iffthere is a 2-man game of the defined class, in which the master has a winning strategy in the following sense : the master can declare the end after no more than rk'l many variables are assigned.
To put it differently, it is guaranteed that, no matter how the player plays, the master can force the function G to be constant, after at most I-k] variables are assigned.
Here we emphasize two points :
1. The k variables are not given out in a batch; rather the master makes up his mind as to which variable to give next, depending on how the player assigned so far.
2. Even in a play following a winning strategy, the master is (technically) not required to declare the end of the game at the earliest possible moment.
We finish the section with the following Lemma. Intuitively, a random oracle set A is generated as follows.
For each string x E {0, i} *, we flip a fair coin, and depending on the outcome, we put x in A or not. Formally, we may represent each A by its characteristic function, and then map to a real number in binary expansion E [0,1]. Now we define the probability measure v on the oracle space to be the Lebesque
We aim to prove thatv{A:LA~ PHA} = 1. Surely this implies that a random oracle separates PSPACE from the entire polynomial hierarchy, with probability 1. [FFSI has a nice account on this reduction; we will only give a sketch here and refer the readers to their paper for more detail. Finally a remark on the size. Since M i (1"9 runs at most p(m) steps, tbr some polynomial p, the size of the circuit is bounded by exponential polylog in n, the input size to the circuit.
We have shown that Theorem 1.2. follows from the following, which is an exact account of Theorem 1. I.
Boolean circuits, with n input, size -< exp ( n l/4(k+l) ), when
computing Parityn, make error on -> a n of all 2" possible input.
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1. We will start with depth 2 circuits in the next section. § 3. The Game and the Recording
We wish to prove a theorem concerning depth 2 Boolean circuits.
Theorem 3.1. Fix 0<e<l/5, then 3 C, such that , for any G ~L/2.,,~ with bfi -< nt, 0_< q~n-l.o5s , take random QI ERi_q _ , Q2 ~ Rl-q + , then GIIQ1Q2 is he-monochromatic, with probability 1 -en, where en<-C e-n e .
The idea of the proof is as follows: We will define a 2-man game with respect to GIIQlt~, which we claim the master has a winning strategy ( cf. § 1 ). The game is designed so that each play creates a record as to how the game was played. In the rare case GIIQzQ2 is not nt-monochromatic, the record will be "large"
Now we defiI~e another procedure, Recording ( QIQ2, record ), which will reproduce the game play. On the other hand, given a "large" record, a random assignment R survives Recording ( R, record ) is so unlikely, that even summing up the probability over all "large" records, it is still of measure near 0.
We denote an assignment QIQ2 as A = (al, a2 .. Everytime the Repeat loop is entered, the followings are true:
(2) VKE,c, 3u EK, au=0. IfA E A, then for any game, in particular for our Game, the master has no winning strategy. Hence there is a play in which the player assigned [n~'l many variables and still, the circuit is not constant.
Being not constant 0, there is a satisfying assignment o.
Now for the rest of the Game, the player adopts the following strategy: assign any new variable according to o. Since this strategy keeps the circuit satisfiable and the game eventually halts, the Game must halt with the circuit equal to constant 1.
Hence, the Game "results" with some S, where II S II > me1. We first derive a conditon for A E A my . IfAO fails the condition at line 3, this is a c.r. of AO, but not the m th yet. AO will successfully recm'd all u E Ji-U Ji+ in ( to, Y(1), Y (*), N I*) ), which will later become y. In particular,
Vu EJi_,u E yIUyYuyN. By(lI) and (lll), A must also fail the condition at line 3.
Hence either they both finish the current round at line 3, in which case the induction is completed; or they both advance to line 4. Suppose then this is a c.r. for both. They must find (the same) D existent. As we noted, AO will record all u E J~ _U Ji+, which will be shown in l'.
In particular, by (I), (lI) We use Lemma 4.1. to prove Lemma 4.3.
Assume II Xm II -~ 0. Consider a random assignment taken from 1t l_q _, followed by one from Ri_ q +, on the variables in F = diy-(YI U FY U yN). Clearly the conditions can be most favorably strengthened to that all variables in F be assigned * by the first round R1_q _. (Since in order to remain * after two sweeps, it must remain * after the first ). Note that originally the condition on F is with Rl-q -only.For Ri_ q +, a given u EF is assigned * with probability q. Thus the upper bound qll x,,, tl.
In the case II Xm II = 0, we estimate
Pr. ( D = O is all the * 's in F A 3 t E Ji~,+ -yN, at ~ O] AEA 'nr) <-Pr.( 3 t E dit:+ -)'x, a~ -I I AEA "~r )
We consider two sweeps from RI. q _ followed by RI_ q +, on Jiy+ -yN. The conditions (II),(lIl) and (IV) are irrelavant now, (using independence). And condition (I) would only reduce the probability for a given u E Jty+ -yN to be assigned 1.
Unconditionally, a given u is assigned * by Rl-q -with For a fixed c, 3 Nr, such that V n> Nr, 16 n-O.05c < l/ (2e). We gct, for n> N t 
Pr. (A )
N Z 2N-I (2['ne-1)NqN Z 2l ~ 2l'(qn~)l' N>gn ~ ] /=1 l' ->0 N T -<2 ~" 2N (21-nr7) q'\ 2N
Theorem 3 1 is proven. § 5. Depth k Circuits
Theorem 3.l. is under a "skewed" probabilistic assignment. We first "'unskew" it:
Theorem .5.I. Fix 0<e< 1/5. Then 3 C, such that for any circuit I2, n (or Zg., z )with bfi _< n~, take Q ( Rp, then GIIQ is ne-monochromatic, with probability 1-en, where an_< C e --tz~,
Proof." Clearly we only need to show for the 172.,z case. For any G EIIj+l,n ( or Ej+i,, ~ ) with bfi _<nl/3k and size (G) .~-e '~:4~, take random Ab ... , Aj from Rp, then with probability
Note : The constant in the O-notation only depends on k.
Proof: Fix k >-2, we prove the theorem by induction onj.
Base casej = 1. G EIII2.,z ( or ,!:2,,t ), with bfi -< n 1/3k. Take By induction hypothesis, with probability 1-O ( exp ( -n3,i) ), B~ is n l'3k -monochromatic, for any i fixed, where the constant is independent ofB z. Hence, with probability 1 -O (exp (-n(e~-~ +elj/2) ) all Bt are simultaneously nl/ak-monochromatic.
Again, the constant here only depends on k.
By Lemma 1.3. , all Bi are equivalent to E2 -formulae, and thus G IIA~...A,. z is equivalent to a Z2,,z -formula with bfi <-n l/3k, with probability 1-0 (exp (-n(e,~+el)/2) 
Zh.~ ) with bfi -~ n 113k and size (G) -< e n~ 4J~, take random R E Rp , then G IIR is M/3k-monochromatic with probability 1-0(1) , uniformly.
We note that the restriction on bfi is only technical; one may always extend one more level of alternation to have bfi -< 1. § 6. Circuits vs. Parity
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. By the remark we made at the end of § 5, we need only to prove:
Theorem 6.1. Let k_>2.3 {a,z}, an ~ 1/2, such that, all depth k Boolean circuits, with n input, size -< exp ( n t/4k ), and bfi ~n 1/3k , when computing Parityn, make error on -> an of all 2" possible input.
The strategy to prove Theorem 6.1. is the following: Fix k_>2. Consider any depth k circuit G satisfying the conditons.
Take randomly a total assignment o ( all 2" assignments from {0,1} ' are equally likely ). We wish to prove that GIGs Parity,t Io. 
This is trivial. § 7. Final Remarks
The result concerning circuit and parity is of independent interests other than relativization. Notice that one can't do any worse than 50 % error for parity.
Regarding recursive oracles, we have the following:
Corollary : There is a recursive oracle A separating PSPACE and the Polynomial-Time Hierarchy.
The proof is simple. Observe that with probability 1 the Parity Language L A is not in PHA. Hence for any PH machine [0, 1] . Now suppose we are given an initial segment A, n of A, the oracle constructed so far, and we want to diagonalize over M~. What we do is simply look for an extension that kicks M i out. The "brute force" method must work due to our probablity 1 separation.
If one analyzes the above argument more carefully, the following result is immediate, as pointed out by Dr. Townsend.
We call a set of reals no where dense if it is not dense in any interval. Any countable union of no where dense sets is called meager. A set is comeager if its complement is meager. Just as measure zero is the notion of smallness in measure theoretic sense, meager sets are thin in the sense of category.
Corollary : The set of oracles that separates PSPACE from the Polynomial-Time Hierarchy is comeager.
It is still open whether the Polynomial-Time Hierarchy can be separated into an infinite hierarchy with probability one.
Only a little over a month after this work is completed and presented at Cornell, the author learned with delight during his visit to MSRI in September, that Mr. Hastad has obtained a simplification of Yao's proof.
The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to 
